FRESHMEN NEEDED FOR BANJO CLUB CONCERT

Due to the coming Franklin Square House concert, the American Tech Orchestra Leaders and the Bagel Club coach, want all freshmen who can play to come out for rehearsals. Immediate practice is starting tomorrow and by the middle of next week the members of the first concert and the possibility of the club broadcasting in future programs is high. Conductor Hoyen wishes to get these men before the next week so they can be seen every Tuesday and Thursday. Practices are held every Tuesday and Thursday in the House from 5 to 6 P.M.

Voo DoO Staff Troubled by Surplus Literature

(Continued from Page 1)

A cover for us, let us say, eight-thirty. We suggested a possibility of a fraternity house, showing men and women in various stages of embarrassment, partaking of that elusive known as fun.

Below we are printing further ideas which Voo Doa has on our complete perusal.

We are sure the management will understand.

Yours for a bigger and better Voo Doa.

Then, when the Voo Doa initiation of Tech Yeast appeared last Friday, it appeared to us that we might be the majority of our staff. We would like to recreate our own writing from any complexity of the many fisted doing.

All women are invited to contribute many things about it twixt now and then.

One is more than enough.

It is the question as to which is the right answer.

We paid to its two front page subjects, namely Veblis and Blumers. This at least merited more thought.

Also word comes to us that Voo Doa has a great many left over and that arrangements are being made for their sale to the Department of Sanitation Supplies.

Auto Salesmen — Vee sir, and this car has floating power.

Proprietor — That's nothing. So has Every Lapone.

I went over to see a girl the other night. We turned on the radio and it took me until it was time to dance Saturday evening. Ken Reeve's Phi Beta Epsilon week end was climaxed with a dance which the Phi Kappa Sigma house dance. It seems that everybody took our announcements of a contest on our word.

As a matter of fact, you are right. We have made four readers for you. We got our eyes on this, but you might as well go ahead and say something.

The question as to which is the right answer.
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